Discount price list for CS members
Durant Cricket are delighted to be a preferred
supplier of cricket ground equipment for Cricket
Scotland and CS member clubs

Mobile covers
We have redesigned our Mobile Cricket Covers for this season, adding more protection by covering more of the bowlers’ run-ups, in addition to the
square, so the covers now measure 24 metres in total. These domed shape cricket covers are becoming a common sight on cricket grounds throughout the
UK – from village cricket grounds to Test and International cricket venues.
An important benefit of the redesigned covers is the ease of manoeuvrability. It can be pushed on and off of the square by one person, saving time and
effort and, as a result, keeping the pitch playing surface as dry as possible. This time saving could well be the difference between getting a game back on
later on and even getting a game played to a finish.
Our mobile covers are manufactured to our design, comprising three lightweight units which are easy to put together so they are ready to use very quickly.
How are the covers made?
The covers come in two parts, the chassis and the cover tops. The chassis consists of 2mm folded steel and an arch support system is created from 25mm
tubing. This is galvanised to prevent rust. Ridge poles strengthen the structure and give more protection from the elements. Plastic moulded bungee fixings
offer more protection from the threat of rust.
The cover tops are made from 610 gsm heavyweight material with a welded flap for joining the two units. They can be supplied in green, white and blue
with a sponsor’s logo area available if required. If you want another colour, please ask!
What else is included?
Your set of covers comes with 75 metres of tricoflex hose and other spare parts and extra hoses are available from stock. Optional extras to give even
more protection such as bowlers’ run-up sheets and wicket protection are also available. A 10-year steel guarantee comes as standard and the tyres are
foam-filled to prevent against punctures.

Description
Mobile covers 7.31m 3 units
Mobile covers 8m 3 units

CS member discount price
£3,350.00
£3,550.00

Prices do not include delivery or installation
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Flat sheet covers
Description
Side Sheet and Bowlers Run Up Sheets and Hardware
Side Sheets and Hardware
25m x 4m 200gsm
25m x 8m 200gsm
25m x 12m 200gsm
25m x 16m 200gsm
Transport Trolley

CS member discount price
£700.00
£500.00
£250.00
£500.00
£750.00
£1,000.00
£295.00

Prices do not include delivery or installation
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Sight Screens
Durant Cricket has a wide range of sightscreens with options to suit every club or school; we aim to provide clubs and schools with the best possible
solution for their needs.
The Durant Cricket standard polypropylene sightscreens are made from galvanised metal and the frames are 4.5m high and you can choose from either a
4m or 5m wide screen. Overlaps are also available, so you can put more than one together with no gap in the middle.
More and more clubs and schools are going for this option as it cuts down on the time involved in swapping the one sight screen over, after each ball, for
the bowler to bowl around and over the wicket! One other key feature of the Durant Cricket polypropylene sightscreens is that the lattes are removable.
They can be taken out and changed to white or black, depending on whether you are using a white or red ball, and they can also be taken out to prevent
the structure blowing over in windy weather and for the winter closed season.
With the wind representing one of the biggest challenges when it comes to sightscreens Durant Cricket has also developed a mesh sight screen which
allows the wind to blow through. Newly designed the sightscreens are now incorporating 16” wheels and longer hinged bracing bars to add strength
and durability (10 year steel guarantee as standard) and all sightscreens are available with either a black lattes or a black mesh to accommodate the
white ball game).

Description
4.50m x 4.0m PVC
4.50m x 5.040m PVC
4m x 4m mesh

CS member discount price
£925.00
£1,200.00
£800.00

Prices do not include delivery or installation
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Pro cricket cages and nets
Excellent strength and manoeuvrability are two of the outstanding features of the Durant Pro Mobile cricket cage, making it a unique, quality cage.
It is designed with the needs of clubs and schools in mind because every club and school has to be able to practice outdoors, whether on artificial or grass
surfaces, and it is easy to install, maintain and move the Durant Pro Mobile cage.
Design features
Built with quality at the forefront, the box section cage is designed and manufactured from a rectangular box section with a hot dip galvanised finish.
Included is a pulling bar – making the cage easy to move – and a 10-year steel guarantee is provided as standard. The pulling bar ensures the cage can
be easily pulled into position by one person and a recent redesign makes it even easier to install than previously. There are no complicated installation
processes to follow.
Four or six swivel puncture-proof foam-fill wheels and two fixed wheels are provided which allow easy movement when combined with the pull bar.
A piece of black knotted 2.5mm net is also included, meaning the package provides for your club’s complete net requirements.
Options
The Pro Mobile cricket cage comes in two sizes, giving more choice and flexibility depending on your requirements.
Options are 7.12m long by 3m high by 3.66m wide or 10.66m long by 3m high by 3.66m wide.
But what if the Pro Mobile cricket cage isn’t quite what you need? Then the Club Mobile cricket net should be just what you need.
It’s a budget option ready for club use, measuring 7.12m or 10.66m long but it is narrower than and not quite as high as the Pro Mobile cage.

Description
Pro cage 7.12m
Pro cage 10.62m
500mm Anti vermin skirt
Replacement netting per sq/m

CS member discount price
£995.00
£1,475.00
£5.00
£1.50

Prices do not include delivery or installation
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Custom scoreboards
We provide a full design and build service of existing score boxes and can also supply and install steel framed wooden clad structures as an alternative to
the above boxed models.
We have carried out numerous installations on all shapes and sizes of box please contact us to view a scoreboard installation near you.
• Free survey and scale drawing of agreed layout • Choice of information • Made to any size
The work involves:
• Removal of existing fascia and supportive woodwork.

• Fitting of new supportive woodwork.

• Fit new fascia using black multi wall ply board.

• Fit components to agreed drawing.

• Cut scorers hatch if required.

• Supply basic training.

Description
Custom scoreboards

CS member discount price
10% discount

Prices do not include delivery or installation
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Electronic Scoreboards
Here at Durant Cricket we have a wide range of different electronic scoreboards supplied by ECS. Electronic scoreboards are great at any sporting event;
it allows spectators to see the score and stats clearly.
Having an electronic scoreboard eliminates the need to manually change the scores by hand all you need to do is simply input it and it will show up on the
board. Not only is it simpler to use, but having an electronic scoreboard also looks more stylish, modern and pleasing for the spectators.
A lot of clubs and schools are now looking for an electronic scoreboard solution for their grounds and cricket playing venues. Durant Cricket are experts in
installing both bespoke and standard electronic scoreboards and have successfully installed them at clubs and schools all over the UK and Ireland.
Durant Cricket offer a range of standard scoreboard designs through our specialist scoreboard division ECS, incorporating various information required at
every level of the game from village cricket to first class cricket.
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CS price

£2,415.00

£3,449.50

£4,158.00

£4,677.75

£5,769.25

Prices do not include delivery or installation
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Cleverscore scoreboards
Durant Cricket is now offering a range of manual cricket scoreboards. The Clever Score Cricket Scoreboard range outperform all other manual scoreboard
systems. This includes ease of use, visual accuracy & visibility, portability and placement (extremely light weight design) and best of all pricing. The
scoreboards also cost substantially less than all other current and antiquated scoreboard systems.
No more fumbling with numbers or trying to slide difficult digits across. Clever Score Modules are easy to read and are changeable in an instant through
their simple and revolutionary self locating design. Made from lightweight, durable and fade resistant ABS plastic our Modules are long lasting hard
wearing units that require no maintenance and are suitable for both indoor and outdoor use.
Clever Score Cricket Scoreboards come in a range of standard designs or if you prefer, we can custom design your scoreboard to suit your requirements.
Clever Score Modules are attached to a space age alloy composite product which offers strength and incredible low weight benefits (75% lighter than
traditional plywood!). Being a composite material there is also total resistance to weathering and water damage unlike timber or metal scoreboards.

Description
Cleverscore 3 Line
Cleverscore Stand Up
Cleverscore Modules

CS member discount price
£250.00
£250.00
£17.00

Prices do not include delivery or installation
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Boundary rope
The boundary rope comes in 2x220M coils will go around a standard cricket pitch. There are four sizes available -20 mm 24mm, 28mm and 32mm. The
boundary rope is made from Polypropylene and is a plaited 8 strand construction with PVC covered eyes for durability and ease of use; the boundary rope
is available in 220 metre coils and is ready for immediate dispatch.
Boundary Rope Winder
The top quality cricket boundary rope winder is another Durant Cricket ground equipment
accessory that is manufactured to the highest quality and is ideal for all club and school grounds.

Coloured boundary rope

The boundary rope winder is ideal for the neat storage of your boundary rope throughout the season and also over the winter period.
It holds two 220m coil ropes which is enough to go around a standard cricket outfield.
The boundary rope winder is made from galvanised metal and is easy to assemble and use and is ready for immediate dispatch.

Description
Boundary Rope 24mm
Boundary Rope 28mm
Boundary Rope 32mm
Coloured Boundary Rope 32mm
Boundary Rope Winder Double

CS member discount price
£140.00
£185.00
£225.00
£275.00
£495.00

Throw down fielding net
Ideal for fielding and throw down practise
• 4 x wooden poles.
• Guy ropes runners and pegs.
• 1 piece of 16z netting 20m x 3.15m

Description
Throw down fielding net 20m x 3.15m c/w 4 x 3m poles

CS member discount price
£250.00

Prices do not include delivery or installation
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